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The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

It will also contain information as to where the Accredited Messengers, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard and son, Donald, are teaching the Ascended Masters' Instruction on the "I AM."

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the students, but is the outpouring of the help from the Ascended Masters and has no human concepts in it.

THE SINDELAR STUDIOS

2600 South Hoover Street

Los Angeles, California
IFE! Life! in Its ceaseless Out-pouring, 
Like torrents that rush to the sea, 
Is sweeping us all in Its Splendor 
To Heights that forever are free.

The Power so great in Its Blessing, 
That Life ever gives unto all, 
Is coming from out the Great Silence 
To answer you NOW, as you call.

It stands just above in full Glory, 
Your own "I AM Presence" Supreme 
Your Life! in Its Blazing Perfection 
Is All Life—All Light's Mighty Stream.

Flow! Flow! then without interruption; 
Expand Thy Great Self and Thy Love! 
Life! Life! in Thy Vict’ry transcendent 
Raise us now to Thy Realms above.

Enfold all the earth and its children, 
In Thy Mantle of Peace wrap the world; 
"I AM" is our passport to Freedom 
Its Banners of Love are unfurled.

On! On! doest Thou flow, all Thy Action 
So Perfect—Thy Beauty so bright! 
Oh, sweep o'er the earth Thy Great Flame Breath! 
Blaze forth Thy full Power and Light!

Chanera
Mr. Ballard:

Beloved friends of America and fellow students, the Beloved Victory will speak His Words to you, as He flashes them before me in Letters of Light.

Victory

O-NIGHT, may all the world understand that the Power of Light mankind have used throughout many centuries, is the Source of your Being, the "Mighty I AM," whom all mankind one day shall know. People have been using this Power without discrimination—without Divine Intelligence, unless they express Perfection.

As I am speaking these Words to you to-night, understand that their Charge goes into your feeling world to hold itself sustained there until the Light within your heart awakens the consciousness and the intellect to comprehend those Mighty Vibrations from the "I AM Presence" of Life. This Light from your Presence will bring you into the great comprehension of what your Life means to you; for you have not thus far comprehended It.

You must understand, beloved friends of America and fellow-students, the difference between intellectuality and Intelligence. Intellectuality is what you gather from the world without, from the appearance world—merely human opinions. Intelligence comes from your own God Presence, the "Mighty I AM." Unless you are able to distinguish between these two, you will never have the Perfection which Life intends you to have.
Your intellect has power to draw conclusions without taking into consideration the Cause of Life, the causes that are acting within Life. Therefore, the intellect just from outer information cannot have correct conclusions; but Intelligence flowing from your own “Mighty I AM Presence” never makes a mistake. Neither will you, when you allow It to flow forth unhampered, unclothed, untouched by human qualification and power which rests within your discordant feeling.

Beloved friends of America, this Mighty Opportunity stands before you to-day. The Beloved Saint Germain, the Ascended Master, Saint Germain, Who has for more than two hundred years worked for your America, wholly unknown to the mass of humanity, shall now take His place before mankind and sustain it forever. He is the only Great Being who has seen fit to release His Mighty Power and Energy throughout these centuries. Through His Attempts in Europe, mankind failed to respond—failed to give action to His slightest Requirements. One whom He found to be responsive in the early life, later was seized upon and became the follower of the shadows until his physical form gave way, then he was released.

Therefore, beloved people, you are dealing with the Mightiest Law in the Universe, your own Life. There is nothing in the world that touches the Power which is within your own Life Stream, the Life which is beating your heart. Once you understand that and give your attention to the Presence of Life above you, the “Mighty I AM,” you will find that you can call forth Its Power without limit; Its Intelligence; Its Energy; Its
Health; Its Strength; Its Action; Its Achievement. There is no permanent Power of Achievement outside of the Mighty Intelligence acting through your Life Stream, in and through your human form.

Mankind has thought the intellect was the power by which things were done; but it has no power of its own. When so-called death ensues what has become of the intellect? Mankind cannot refute these Great Laws and these Statements of Life. When a lifeless body lays before you, what became of that Life? What became of the action, the intelligence that was acting there, the power of influence? It was the Power of Light acting through that form, before the Life withdrew.

The Chart which the Messengers have, shows clearly and powerfully the reason for these Great Laws; why they are true; and what becomes of mankind's Life when so-called death takes command of the physical form.

I say to you, beloved friends of America, awaken and understand the Power of your own Life! You can if you want to! There is nothing to hold you from it except human concepts and vicious opinions of conceited individuals who had better awaken to their own Reality or pay the penalty for every destructive thought and feeling they send forth.

Unfortunately, people refuse to understand the simplest of the Laws of Life; that what they sow they reap! When the individual sends out destructive feeling, it does not matter from what cause, he is charging and filling his world with destruction which will one day destroy his physical body. I tell you, friends of America, in no uncertain terms to-night, that the individual these days
who insists on pouring forth destructive feeling will find himself very quickly losing his physical body; because of the Great Power of the Cosmic Light that is now releasing, intensifying the power of the energy to act within the bodies of mankind. Then, too late, will they see the arrogance and ignorance of the intellect.

The intellect is a wondrous servant when obedient to the heart; but taking its accumulation from the appearance world as the Authority of Life, is far from the Truth. Accepting the intellect's information as the Authority of Life is what has shut away from humanity all these many centuries, the Presence and Power of Light. No longer will the intellect be able to shut away from the individual the Power of Light and Its Understanding which is within every human heart.

Beloved ones, awaken Oh friends of America! Accept these Great Laws to give the assistance and protection to America that is so needed today if you want to have your homes, your freedom, Life in the world, and the gathering of peace which the Great Law of your Life has so decreed for America. It still requires your assistance through your mighty call.

Therefore, I say to you and those who have been fortunate enough to enter into this Great Stream of Life: Oh, how magnificent! How wonderful it is! Yet mankind have wandered about in the maze of human opinions. Beloved students, do not do that any more. Enter into the understanding of your own great Life! Read those books which give the full power of this Explanation. Oh my dear ones, if you have read them fifty
times, still may you read them fifty times more and yet they will be marvelous each time. You cannot comprehend with the intellect what is there, unless you have entered into the Power of the Quality that is there.

Let Me inform you to-night, that those Blessed Books have come forth step by step in their Power of Radiation. Unveiled Mysteries came first, calling mankind’s attention to the conditions which have been and are to-day giving much Light. Next, came The Magic Presence, giving the full Power of the Great Achievement of the children; the Presence of the Mighty Divine Director and His powerful Activity to the earth.

Then came those Mighty “I AM” Discourses. Never was there such a thing written on earth! There will not be anything as important in perhaps the next hundred or two hundred years; for that Instruction is the Law of Life! your own Presence of Life! A Complete Explanation of Life is there for all who will set aside human intellectual opinions and study it with the desire to know and not to find some discrepancy.

I say to everyone who wants to study and know: that the Power of Vibratory Action in those books will reveal to you the clear and definite understanding of Life, your Life which you are using every moment.

Next beloved ones, came the Ascended Master Discourses. The Power in those words, which are the Ascended Masters’ Cups and Qualities, is a Power unknown in the history of the earth. If you think this good Messenger was responsible for those Dictations, you are most unfortunate indeed. Those Glorious Dictations are by the
Ascended Masters whose Names are given; and therefore carry the Ascended Masters’ Qualities into your world. Many of you who have been earnest and sincere have found and known them to be true.

Now comes the Ascended Master Light, carrying such tremendous Power from the Great Cosmic Beings. I want to say for your pleasure that the only one there who is not a Cosmic Being, David Lloyd, might well be considered one in His great enthusiasm; His great Love for the Messengers; and His tremendous Power released through His recent Ascension to assist you.

I shall call to your attention to-night some very vital things which have never been referred to before in this Class Work. You have seen mankind’s mistakes and imposition of discord upon nature—more, however, in the past than the present. What do you suppose has made the deserts of to-day? Why are they barren? Because of the discord of humanity registered upon the earth centuries ago. In the coming activity, Nature is to be relieved from such conditions and there will be no such thing as a desert known within the borders of America after the change. Even your Death Valley will rise and become a garden spot.

Therefore, I say to you, beloved ones, in all that has been said to you, try to comprehend it clearly. Contemplate this Mighty Law of Life harmoniously, happily, and with no desire to try to prove anything wrong. Try to prove and see the Truth within this Mighty Work. The intellect has concepts of its own, and you can make yourself believe a falsehood just as quickly as the
Truth. That is what mankind have been doing.
To-night, with your kindly permission, I shall endeavor to cut away from you every doubt that has ever beset you. (applause) I have known nothing in My World but the Glory of Victories for hundreds of thousands of centuries. Therefore, I know what to do and how to do it to give you Assistance with your permission which must come through the Light within your own hearts. Not only must your outer willingness and intellect give permission; but it must also come from the Light within you. That is what we deal with—that will never fail Us.

Therefore, remember, you have Mighty Friends, beloved people! Do you quite realize that? Do you quite realize in your acceptance of the Ascended Masters and the Cosmic Beings, that you have friends of Mighty Power? (applause) Oh, fully realize this and know: that in your call to your "Mighty I AM Presence," it is the signal for all those Mighty Friends to watch, to stand guard with the Power of Their Mighty Light Rays, to give you instantaneous Assistance in any emergency.

Do not fear the conditions which exist in the outer world. Do not fear that something can harm you! In one Mighty call with the Sword of Blue Flame in your hands, you can dismiss anything from you, your world and its action. I say: You are not dealing with idle opinions. You are dealing with a Mighty Light! By that Power of Light which is within you, I shall charge into your feeling world this night the Power that no longer accepts doubt or discord of any kind. (applause)
You have gone far enough in the understanding of the Laws of your Life! You shall now brace up, straighten your spine; take the Scepter in your hand; and be the Master of yourself and your world. (applause) Conserve your energy in every way and I will show you in six months what you will do! (applause) I have not consented to return here without a very definite reason.

I say to you, beloved students, do not any longer let yourselves waver by human influence or opinions. Stand your ground with your "Mighty I AM Presence," and when you call It into action know that It cannot fail. Be firm and unyielding! What if it took you a few months or a few years to gain the Victory over yourself and the conditions of your world? What of it? You have for centuries and centuries, hundreds of centuries drawn yourselves into the present limitations. Then, if you can be free so quickly, is it not worth every effort in the world or every requirement of obedience to Life to have your Freedom and now? (applause)

I say to you as I did the beloved friends in the east: some day I shall take you with Me into My Garden—(applause) the Garden of Life with such Beauty and Perfection, such Power as the outer world will never conceive. You having the greatest Presence of Life beating your heart, then will you not give sufficient obedience to let Us assist you through your calls, to quickly set yourself free from all conditions that limit you? We want to do it, but We cannot do it for you! When you will make your sincere call and be loyal to your Life, your Light, your Presence; then We can do for you without limit; but the moment
there is doubt and wavering in you, We must recede.

I call your attention to these beloved Messengers, the most precious Beings on the face of this earth to-day. Look how they struggled for years just like the rest of mankind; and look to-day! When Saint Germain took this beloved Messenger, instructed him and sent him back to the world to carry this Marvelous Instruction to mankind, see how quickly everything changed in their lives. Not because they waited for Him, but because they were obedient and applied the Law with dynamic Power and energy. They are free Beings to-day and could leave you at any moment; but their great Love will not let that be done at present. (applause)

I want you to take notice, beloved ones of the conditions in this class. Thanks to you beloved students of Los Angeles and vicinity you were determined that no longer should such conditions exist as in the previous classes in the Shrine. (applause) You have all observed the vast difference to-day. (applause)

Read, Oh read, beloved ones, all that is before you. Do not look upon these precious Messengers with doubts or questionings, when you have seen the marvelous manifestations every time they return to your midst. How can anybody doubt their Divine Love and Power to release these Mighty Light Rays to change conditions? You do not yet know who is in your midst; you might be greatly amazed one day when We tell you. Dear ones, I ask you with all the firmness of your Being to take command of yourselves. What can the human senses give you in comparison to the
Great Power of Light? (applause) The human senses have brought you nothing but limitation and distress! Why cling to them longer, when your attention has been called to this Great Presence of Life! It will release Its Infinite Power to perfect any action in your world. I say to you, linger no longer in the human senses.

Be reminded! You are dealing with the Mighty Power of Life. I say to you to-night: “Give the same obedience required, as did the Messengers; hold continuous harmony in your feelings; make your earnest sincere call to your Presence, the ‘Mighty I AM’; and then see what We can assist you to do in the next six months.”

There is not one of you who cannot have the same eternal Blessing; but you cannot do it, if you think you can hide behind human shadows. Everything in your motive, everything in your intent, is known—and very clearly! You cannot deceive anyone. Oh, no one but yourself. Therefore, I say to you, take firm command of yourself and your feelings and hold all in obedience. So little is really required to allow the Great Stream of Power and Energy to flow in and through your body, to perform this wondrous service for you.

Beloved ones, it is each one of you whom We want to be free. Remember you are serving the Light for your own Freedom; and how fortunate those blessed ones are who have been drawn into the Heart Center of the Messengers—their Staff. One day, they will know what it has meant. You, whose Love is so great for them, remember you too have entered My Garden with them. (applause)

The blessed ones who do not wish to give obe-
dience to the request of the Messengers, which is Our Request, will find themselves unhappy indeed. Do you not understand—I am sure you do, most of you—that the Messengers from the human self never make a request in the world? While sometimes they seem very firm, it must be so! but there is no unkindness, no desire to infringe upon anyone’s free will. It is a great pleading and firmness for obedience in mankind so all may have the happiness which they experience.

So I say to you to-night, be so happy. Never in a group of mankind was there such Power released with such volume as to-day in this room. We rejoice exceedingly, perhaps even more than yourselves, when We see this release coming forth. We know as long as that is maintained your Freedom is assured. (applause)

Those, who in their feelings criticize the Messengers, are criticizing Us and are shutting the door to their Freedom. Oh, it is not because of the Messengers; but because they represent the Light. They are living It! Therefore, make no mistake about it.

Remember, beloved ones, every effort, every means has been used throughout the centuries to try to awaken mankind. All teaching which has come forth has been but partial instruction. The old occult methods and all the various things which have been studied have not produced the results for mankind. Therefore, when you have this Great Understanding before you, which will give you the release, why not accept it? Why not apply It that you may so soon prove It to yourself? There is no question about It. There is no reason why mankind should not apply It. There-
fore, if you wish to be free, apply It as though your very Life depended upon It. Then you will release enough energy to accomplish the purpose to which your attention is given. Without your release of your Life Energy you cannot accomplish anything.

You have understanding enough of the Law to give the necessary obedience. Those, who now come into this Understanding, will have already charged within their feeling world your Mighty Decrees to the Light. So you are giving Assistance to mankind more than you can possibly imagine.

I say, beloved ones: "Go on, and on, and on, in your Mighty Decrees, in that joyous happy service to Life, to Light, to Love. Hold yourself cleansed and purified, free from every destructive feeling; and see how quick all your Life Activity will change." You cannot conceive its full possibility yet, but some of you have realized it to some degree.

No great accomplishment ever has taken place on your earth without the Light Rays from the Ascended Masters assisting that individual or group. Many times in accumulating wealth within a certain channel, it was done with a definite purpose through which certain achievements were accomplished in the world of industry or mechanics. To-day, the Great Light is going to govern these conditions. Mankind has had doubt and fear of loss, which they could not have had, if they but understood this Law. Now mankind will know the blessings and Perfection which is already in their midst, but not yet used.

In your call for the great release of Perfection and the Right Activities of Life, give your obe-
dience to Life and see what a great change will come. Look at the great change which has taken place in three and a half years; and see what the remainder of ten years will be, in the improvement of your mechanical world. You have seen in forty years the most amazing achievement. If it can do so much in mechanics, then by the Power of Light and the release of this Power from the Great Host of Light, do you not see that the step-up is a thousand times greater than it could be in mechanics?

Your transportation and all such improvements have made an amazing record, enabling you to reach each other quickly. Beloved ones, try to fully realize that all things with your "Mighty I AM Presence" are possible.

The adjustment of all conditions is certain; and the release of the limitless Intelligence which mankind needs to-day, to cope with the conditions that exist, will come forth. In the great Serenity of Life, humanity will see and feel their Dominion through the Power of Life and Light.

Therefore, beloved ones, remember that everything depends upon your obedience. I say to the young people: "If you believe that you can waste your energy and attain anything, then too late you will remember these Words. You are a target for the remaining sinister force of human creation and accumulation! Do not be deceived and do not respond to the sense impulse!"

There are those young people in embodiment now, who could be the outstanding minds of the world inside of five years—in art, music and all such activities; but as long as they secretly harbor feelings and waste their energy, they will never
attain those heights of accomplishment. So it is with everyone of mankind. You are not dealing with opinions, make no mistake about it! You are having promptings untold; and with a Power of Love unknown in the history of the earth. It is poured out for the sustaining of your Victory.

Therefore, if you cannot accept Us and the Perfection We offer, then We must say adieu. Then some day, when you find it is a mistake, it will probably have been too late. If mankind are stubborn in the intellect and determined to do just what they please, after Infinite Assistance has been offered and given, they will fail and be in the gutter of existence. There is no excuse for the lack of human obedience and Self-control in the understanding of this Great Law—this Great Presence. So I say to you, take command of yourselves to-night and forever and let the Great Power of Light flow out and through you to bring your fondest heart’s desire.

In years to come, when in your Greater Freedom you will meet Me in Our Higher Octaves, or possibly at the Royal Teton, you will thank Me. (applause)

I extend to you the Infinite Power of Love, of Light, of Strength, of Courage from the Great Host of Light to assist you. Try to feel how Real it is and how those Great Light Rays projected for your blessing and benefit, are just as Real as this (pointing to microphone)—a finer substance, true; but none the less Real and tangible, and They are limitless while this is not. They have Invisible Substance, and with your proper attention and obedience to Life, they become an All-powerful Substance acting in your world, to hold
the Dominion you gain by every single effort. Everything is in your obedience. Everything in your Self-control, in obedience to Life, which you call forth, is your Dominion.

With My Love, My Light, My Victory I enfold you, until the day of your complete Freedom and your Ascension, joining Those who have left the earth to-day.

· DECREES ·

"Mighty I AM Presence"! seize all that energy and stop its destructive activity instantly. Purify it with Thy Violet Consuming Flame! Recharge it with the ASCENDED MASTERS Almighty Victory and Perfection of Light! and use it where it will do the most good. Hold it eternally sustained and ever expanding.

"Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters! YOU take Eternal Supreme Command over my Life Stream; and hold all the energy and substance in my Being and world so charged with harmony that You maintain PERFECTION within and around me forever!

"Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters! send Your Legions of Light everywhere into the physical world and annihilate all hate accumulation in my world and the atmosphere of earth.

"Mighty I AM Presence" rush into this condition and stop it forever from my Being and world!
THE musical part of the "I AM" Activity is now taking on a very definite powerful action, for the assistance of both the students and all mankind. Through the right kind of music, a tremendous assistance can be given; because where the melody and harmony of a musical composition are really constructive, the Ascended Masters—at your determined call—will take up that energy which is already harmoniously qualified and direct it. After They have amplified it with Their ALMIGHTY POWER OF THE LIGHT RAYS and charged it with Their Ascended Master Consciousness, They project it into various conditions of discord. Thus, They can dissolve things at the Inner level and prevent them ever becoming physical in their action.

The proper kind of music is the thing most useful to Them, but the vibratory action of jazz and other destructive activities of so-called music is as destructive to human minds and bodies as cannons and bombs. There are physical instruments by which we can measure the vibratory rate of any energy impulse from music, color, food, chemicals or anything else by the same
LAW you use in the radio, telephone and the electric light.

The vibratory rates from jazz, the color red and meat all give the same vibratory effect as cancer. That ought to make humanity realize that we are telling them the TRUTH OF THE GREAT LAW OF LIFE. NO HUMAN BEING NOR ALL ON EARTH CAN REFUTE OR DENY THE EVIDENCE OF THESE PHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS; BECAUSE THEIR TRUTH IS SELF-EVIDENT and they are absolutely accurate beyond anything mankind has ever had.

Our Beloved Ascended Master, Saint Germain, has recently said that the “I AM” Students can render a tremendous service to all humanity and the world, by issuing the following DECREE; for the annihilating of all modernistic so-called music and art, their cause, effect, record and memory. If you will do this, in ten years their existence will hardly even be remembered.

All, who are especially interested in the channels of music and art, can give a great deal of help in this way. The following DECREE is especially for this use:

“MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE,” GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS, MIGHTY LEGIONS OF LIGHT, GREAT ANGELIC HOST, GREAT COSMIC BEINGS, GREAT COSMIC LIGHT, AND ALL WHO GOVERN THE ACTIVITIES OF MUSIC AND ART THROUGH THE PEOPLE OF THIS EARTH! COME FORTH IN THY MOST DYNAMIC POWER AND ANNIHILATE ALL DESTRUCTIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THOSE CHANNELS, THEIR CAUSE, EFFECT, RECORD AND MEMORY FROM MANKIND,

· DECREES ·

"Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters! silence the tongue and make helpless and inactive all attempts to interfere with or cast discredit upon this "I AM” INSTRUCTION OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN, AND THE VICTORY OF THE LIGHT IN AMERICA AND THE WORLD FOREVER!

"Mighty I AM Presence" rush into this and COMPEL DIVINE JUSTICE TO BE GIVEN ME WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING.

"Mighty I AM Presence!” charge everyone for whom I call the Presence into action, with instantaneous, Infinite and eternal Ascended Master Acceptance of all the Miracles and Perfection I call forth, visualize and project; hold them eternally sustained and ever expanding.
ELoved Daughters of Light, there is one infallible thing which you can all do that will give such happiness and freedom in the home and all the activities of your world that it will thrill you forever.

You have heard our Beloved Ascended Master, Saint Germain, many times say to you: "IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM, TURN UPON ANYTHING THAT IS DISTURBING OR Vicious TO YOU OR YOUR WORLD AND SAY TO IT: 'STOP! YOU HAVE NO POWER! GET OUT OF MY WORLD! I WILL HAVE NO MORE OF THIS HUMAN NON-SENSE'."
I tell you when you thoroughly and completely determine that you will not stand for any more discord or viciousness in your mind, body or world, as sure as you breathe a breath this moment, that thing will begin to move out of you and your environment.

All destructive forces are like teasing children. They irritate, aggravate, torment and destroy your harmony, your health, your finance and your happiness, just as long as you permit them to do it; and the moment you decide with all the energy of your being that you will not have any more of their destruction or action in your world, they will leave you at once. All destructive forces hold their dominion over human beings through fear and uncertainty.

When you turn upon them and blast into them your command—that they have no power!—you immediately release a rate of vibration into their energy which requalifies its action in you and your world; and you begin to have peace and the MASTERY of the conditions about you.

You will never have complete permanent happiness, until you take this firm unyielding stand and maintain it. Remember! you cannot take any discordant or limiting condition into your Ascension or into the Perfection which you all desire. Then, there is only ONE THING TO DO and you must do it all the time; and that is to know that all destructive forces have NO POWER before your call to the “I AM PRESENCE” and the Ascended Masters’ Light Rays which you project into a condition. So project them! with all the determination at your command; and keep on doing it, until they are forever annihilated.

THERE IS NO OTHER WAY TO PERMANENT HAPPINESS NOR ETERNAL FREEDOM.
The hour has come to see the shining face of your "Mighty I AM Presence"! Its slender Hands point you every minute to Victory and every second is now filled with Mighty Ascended Master Miracles of Perfection forever!

MINUTE MEN OF SAINT GERMAIN

MIGHTY Minute Men of Saint Germain! stand together as one man and with all the energy at your command, look every disturbing destructive condition in the business world square in the face! FEAR NOTHING! TURN UPON EVERY SITUATION OF FINANCIAL LACK WITH A FIERCE DYNAMIC POWER THAT MAKES EVERYTHING IN YOUR MIND, BODY, BEING, WORLD, ATMOSPHERE AND ENVIRONMENT KNOW POSITIVELY, THAT YOU WILL NOT TOLERATE IT LONGER.

Go into your business office alone or in the privacy of your own room; and with an almost fierce UNYIELDING COMMAND SAY TO EVERY LIMITING FINANCIAL CONDITION IN YOUR MIND, FEELINGS, BUSINESS AND
WORLD: STOP! YOU HAVE NO POWER! GET OUT OF MY WORLD FOREVER! “MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE,” SEE THAT IT STAYS OUT FOREVER! SUPPLY ME WITH THY UNENDING STREAM—TEN TIMES MORE THAN I NEED OF EVERY GOOD THING—including money! SEE THAT I USE IT ALL IN THE SERVICE OF THE LIGHT. HOLD IT ETERNALLY SUSTAINED AND EVER-EXPANDING.

If all Minute Men will stand together like this as one man and issue these decrees individually and collectively, with the dynamic power of light you can positively annihilate every destructive force in the business world, as surely as you give these Decrees.

The destructive forces in business MUST BE ANNIHILATED! You, who do not want them, are the ones through whom the power of light must act in order to stop their existence!

Try to feel with all the determination of your being the power of light which your “Mighty I AM Presence” is and the authority you are to command the annihilation—the eternal annihilation of everything unlike your great presence of life; whether that be in your own individual affairs or the business of the nation.

THE ASCENDED MASTERS HAVE DECREED THAT AMERICAN BUSINESS SHALL BE CHARGED WITH HONESTY, HONOR, INTEGRITY, RIGHT, JUSTICE AND BALANCE! THE GOOD CONSTRUCTIVE LINES OF BUSINESS SHALL NOT BE PREYED UPON BY FIENDISH INSANE INDIVIDUALS WHO DO NOT KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING!
THEY SHALL NOT PASS INTO CONTROL OF OUR COUNTRY! THEY SHALL NOT DESTROY THE HONOR OF OUR PEOPLE! THEY SHALL NOT TAKE GOD OUT OF OUR LAND NOR OUR FEELINGS. THEY HAVE NO POWER TO EXIST LONGER! THE ASCENDED MASTERS ARE READY THIS MOMENT TO TURN THE FULL FORCE OF ALL THE ELECTRONIC POWER OF THE UNIVERSE INTO EVERY DESTRUCTIVE CONDITION OF OUR PEOPLE AND OUR LAND, IF ENOUGH PEOPLE WILL MAKE THE CALL.

YOUR CALL IS THE MIGHTY SIGNAL TO RELEASE THE TERRIFIC FORCES FROM THEIR OCTAVE. THEY SHALL SWEEP INTO EVERY ACTIVITY OF OUR PEOPLE AND WIPE OUT ALL THAT IS NOT CONSTRUCTIVE. THEREFORE, CALL AS YOU HAVE NEVER CALLED BEFORE AND YOUR CALLS SHALL BE ANSWERED BY THE POWER OF THE COSMIC LIGHT, WHICH ALL SHALL SEE AND OBEY!

· DECREES ·

Say to any disturbance: “YOU HAVE NO POWER! No longer do I feed my Life in to you to give you power! NOW THAT POINT IS SET-TLED FOREVER!”

“Mighty I AM Presence” and Great Host of Ascended Masters! annihilate the memory of all discordant experiences from my Life Stream forever!
HE blessed ones of the “I AM” School and Dormitories are to be congratulated at the progress which has been made over the last year and a half. There has been plenty to do; but we all grow only by that doing; and in the exercise of mastering the forces of the physical experiences, we release the energy from our own Life Stream qualified with the FEELING which is that MASTERY.

Therefore, beloved ones, let us set all things into Divine Order everywhere we move by full unconditional obedience in all our activities to the very highest requirements of the Ascended Masters and FEEL the great thrill of joy which such obedience always brings.

There are certain standards of behavior both at the school and in the dormitories which must be held absolutely inflexible. These are exactly the same personal courtesies toward each other that you would accord anyone or all of the Ascended Masters. It means that your personal behavior and everything you do every day in school, from the time you open your eyes in the morning until you close them at night MUST BE PERFECT. There is not one instant in between, when those requirements are not to be fulfilled.
Your first thought and FEELING when you awaken in the morning should be LOVE, GRATITUDE AND ADORATION to your own “Mighty I AM Presence,” Saint Germain and the other Ascended Masters. Call your “Mighty I AM Presence” into action to charge you with all Its Perfection in everything you do. Then greet each of your associates in your room and those who are in charge of you, whether it be at the dormitories or the school, with a happy gracious: GOOD MORNING! Make it GOOD right to begin with by the kindness, Love and joy in your voice; just as if you said GOOD MORNING to Saint Germain or Jesus.

Bathe and dress yourselves with a joyous, rapid concentration which makes all know that you mean business and are attending to it in FULL PERFECTION. In all that you do, keep calling your “Mighty I AM Presence” into action to do it through you PERFECTLY, charging you with Its FULL VICTORY AND POWER OF LIGHT.

When the chimes ring to announce breakfast and you enter the dining room, remember! you are coming to the TABLE OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS. If you expect to sit in Saint Germain’s Presence for a precipitated meal, every meal until that moment should be a preparation for His Coming. It should be a daily practice of the Refinement, Love, Courtesy, Beauty and Perfection which He is and which is His Way of Life! You cannot expect Him to want to dine with you, unless your table manners are the very best you can make them.

Remember, the Law of His Ray is that of Ordered Service—the Ritual of daily Life; the Dignity, Beauty, and Culture of His Octave of Life.
Some day, you must all be PERFECT enough to go into that Octave for He will never lower His Standards to the careless habits of the outer world. You must perfect yourselves by becoming like Him.

As you all stand behind your chairs in the dining room waiting to be seated, the boys and young men should seat the girls or ladies nearest to them and exert every effort to make yourselves helpful, agreeable and courteous in every way. No matter how much we have to do in this Activity, we always have time to be courteous, considerate and helpful in every way. That is Saint Germain's Natural Habit of feeling and action. Therefore, it must be ours too.

Do not bolt your food! Do not hurry! Tend strictly to business but take time enough to allow your food to be properly served, properly eaten and properly digested. Do not leave the table until you are completely finished. Be happy, relaxed and natural—Divinely natural, agreeable and thoughtful of others. At table, make definite effort to see that those around you are supplied and feel your responsibility in maintaining order, harmony, joy and all that will add to each one's enjoyment.

Every boy and young man in the "I AM" School and Dormitories should remember, that he is always an escort of the girl or young lady who is with him; for the "I AM" pupils are more than just children in school. You are representing the ASCENDED MASTERS' PERFECTION OF LIFE TO mankind. You must be the out-picturing of that Perfection some day and NOW is that day.

When the student body gathers around the
flag the first thing in the morning, stand facing the east and say: "I face the Eternal Sunrise and noon-day blaze of my 'Mighty I AM Presence' and accept now Its Mighty Radiance and Activity visibly and tangibly manifest in my Being and world forever!" Give the pledge of allegiance to OUR FLAG: "I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and to the Republic for which It stands, One Nation Indivisible, with Liberty and Justice for all." Say the American's Creed: "I believe in the United States of America as a government of the people, by the people, for the people; whose just powers are derived from the consent of the governed; a democracy in a republic; a Sovereign Nation of many sovereign States; a PERFECT UNION, one and inseparable; established upon those principles of Freedom, equality, justice, and humanity for which the American patriots sacrificed their lives and fortunes.

I therefore believe it is my duty to My Country to love It; to support Its Constitution; to obey Its Laws; to respect Its Flag; and to defend It against all enemies."—William Tyler Page. Then proceed with the studies of the day.

The students should be as courteous to their fellow-students, instructors, parents and friends as they would to our Beloved Ascended Masters, Saint Germain, Jesus or any of the Great Beings Who help us.

The students who wish to visit various places for instruction must at all times be properly chaperoned by one or more of the instructors or the heads of the school or dormitories. The conventions of clean, refined, well cultured, spiritual
behavior must be maintained at all times; and loving, willing obedience is our unconditional requirement at every moment.

Next month, we will continue along this same line of direction, to help all bring forth PERFECTION harmoniously, permanently and happily.

• THINGS TO REMEMBER •

Life does not ask you to sacrifice any good thing! IT asks you to call forth EVERY GOOD THING to produce PERFECTION; for Jesus said: "BE YE PERFECT, EVEN AS YOUR FATHER IN HEAVEN IS PERFECT." You cannot be PERFECT when you are hungry, in rags or when you are uncomfortable. The Father, Jesus referred to, is your own "Mighty I AM Presence" which is the Owner and Giver of every good thing and never lacks for anything. The ONLY things you sacrifice in this Work are your troubles, your limitations, your pain and your problems. The word—SACRIFICE—means to make sacred by presenting to GOD. Then, if you will only sacrifice your troubles, by passing them into the Violet Consuming Flame of God, Which is your own "Mighty I AM Presence," then they do become sacred or all of God's PERFECTION. That is INTELLIGENCE! It is the LAW OF LIFE! It is the Grace Jesus taught! You cannot desire any Constructive thing without the action of Life. Then your call to your "Mighty I AM Presence" is LIFE calling forth COMPLETE FREEDOM within your human or through your human form. Never use the words "I wonder." When you wonder, the energy in your FEELING wavering and there is no pressure to drive it forth in stream of force to do what you want. Doubt this action of energy.
ELOVED Ones in the “I AM” Study Groups, Our Beloved Ascended Master, Saint Germain, has been busy a great deal in Europe at the present time, giving every assistance possible to the people.

He and Others of the Ascended Masters, including the Goddess of Peace, have asked that the entire body of “I AM” Students do intense daily work, for the annihilation of the remaining destructive forces in Europe. Since the war entity was consumed, the viciousness of the sinister force knows no bounds; and its insane fury is striking everywhere in a last attempt to destroy as much as possible; before its own complete annihilation takes place, which it knows is certain and coming soon.

We recently sent this request to the principal Group Leaders in each city, asking them to notify all in their locality to give the following DECREE with determination and the ALMIGHTY POWER OF LIGHT; for the protection of our fellow-man in the rest of the world:

“MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE,” GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS, GREAT COSMIC BEINGS AND GREAT COSMIC LIGHT! COME FORTH INSTANTLY IN ALL THE POWER OF THE BLUE LIGHTNING AND BLUE FLAME OF DIVINE LOVE AT YOUR COMMAND! DISSOLVE, CONSUME AND ANNIHILATE
THE REMAINING ACTIVITY OF ALL DESTRUCTIVE FORCES IN EUROPE, THE ORIENT AND THE REST OF THE WORLD; THEIR CAUSE, EFFECT, RECORD AND MEMORY FOREVER! REPLACE THEM BY THE LEGIONS OF LIGHT AND THE ASCENDED MASTERS' LIGHT SUBSTANCE; TO TAKE POSSESSION, PRODUCE PERFECTION AND HOLD DOMINION THERE FOREVER! WE THANK THEE, GREAT SILENT WATCHER, IT IS DONE NOW!

The Cosmic Light Rays CAN DO THIS; and when you call to your "Mighty I AM Presence," you are calling to the HEART OF THE UNIVERSE AND THE GREATEST POWER THERE IS; to project those Light Rays into that condition and dissolve it. We ask you all to stand by and give this help to our fellow-man in the rest of the world; and let us go over the top as we did with the war entity.

The rest of mankind does not know how to help themselves. We have been trained to do this. Let no one fail to give his all NOW for the FREEDOM of all; and ALL will bring forth the VICTORY OF THE LIGHT EVERYWHERE.

DECREES

"Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters! MAKE me accept my full complete and unconditional FREEDOM this day and forever!

"Mighty I AM Presence!" rush forward! take command here! and hold YOUR DOMINION FOREVER!
Beloved Young People, it is Saint Germain's request to all under this Radiation, especially the young people; that you do not hitch hike for any reason whatever.

He has given warning repeatedly during the large classes about this particular practice at this time. You cannot expect His protection, if you deliberately disobey His Instruction.

If you make your proper application and call to your own "Mighty I AM Presence," you will either have the money to take you in a proper safe manner or you will be able to go with people that you know, who are your true friends.

No REAL "I AM" STUDENT ever needs to do such things; and we ask you not to cast discredit upon this Marvelous Light and Gift which our Beloved Ascended Master, Saint Germain, has given us all for the protection of America, by doing such things. When He makes these requests it is for a far greater reason than any of you can ever know in the outer activity of your intellect; and if you really love Him, you will obey the requirements of this Law. It is for your blessing and that of all mankind.

We are trying to guard and help you, that you may guard and help others. If you do not choose
to obey what He has requested, do not ask for
His or our assistance.

There are Inner Actions in such things of
which, even yet, you have not the slightest con­
cept. He and we know that and you do not; or
you would not even be tempted to try it. After
some tragedy or disaster has taken place is no
time to have regrets. They will not do anyone any
good.

You are all intelligent beings. You know the
conditions which are around you on every hand.
You know right from wrong. Some day, you must
develop discrimination and Wisdom. There is no
time sooner than NOW!

Therefore, will you all give willing co-opera­
tion in obeying Saint Germain's Request about
this; and let Him help you to have the fulness of
all good things to make you happy? He and we
are trying to help you. Will you help yourself to
avoid further suffering and danger?

Our Love enfolds you unto the FULL OBE­
DIENCE REQUIRED FOR YOUR ASCENSION:
and may you be free quickly.

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD.

DECREE

"Mighty I AM Presence!" I call on the Law of
Forgiveness for all my mistakes and those of all
mankind! You take command NOW of me and
my world! Hold such Dominion, such Control of
my feelings, that I always joyfully give obedience
to your slightest requirement; and YOU SEE
THAT I DO GIVE OBEEDIENCE!
FUTURE APPEARANCES
OF THE MESSENGERS

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
10 Days
September 16th to 25th, Inclusive
MUSIC HALL THEATRE, Seventh and Olive Way
For Information:
"I AM" Reading Room, 613 New Orpheum Building

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
10 Days
October 7th to 16th, Inclusive
CIVIC OPERA HOUSE, Madison and Wacker Drive
For Information: Saint Germain Press
Room 700 Auditorium Building, 431 South Wabash

WASHINGTON, D. C.
13 Days
November 1st to 13th, Inclusive
RIALTO AUDITORIUM, 715 Ninth St., N. W.
For Information: "I AM" Reading Room, 1711 "M" St., N. W.

NEW YORK CITY
10 Days
November 25th to December 4th, Inclusive
MECCA TEMPLE, 130 West Fifty-Sixth Street
For Information: "I AM" Reading Room, Murray Hill Hotel

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
17 Days
December 23rd to January 8th, Inclusive
SHRINE AUDITORIUM, 665 West Jefferson Street
For Information: H. N. Rogers, 937 South Westchester Place
or Sindelar Studios, 2600 South Hoover
It is Saint Germain's and our request that the students do not make arrangements with any of the Radio Stations direct, but write us care of the Saint Germain Press.

All business arrangements must be kept uniform, honorable and paid for in advance all over the country in this Ascended Master Activity.

From the very start the Ascended Master, Saint Germain, has insisted that we make whatever application was needed to bring forth the money and conditions, which would enable all to give and get the best possible service and co-operation in the business world. This enables everyone's feeling to be in the most harmonious powerful state, for the Ascended Masters to use and it is imperative that all do that.

The Honor of the Ascended Masters, this Activity, yourselves and ourselves is at stake; and the only right way is that which Saint Germain has brought about and with which He asks all to cooperate.

Our Radio Broadcasts are not to fill up your groups nor to advertise this Ascended Master Instruction. They are the Gift of the "I AM" Students and ourselves to the people of America that they may rise out of their fear and use the Power of Light by their own individual call to the "Mighty I AM Presence" for the protection of our land, our people and the Constructive Way of Life for all mankind.

Saint Germain, the Other Ascended Masters and we have brought this Light to the "I AM" Students for their Protection, Supply, Healing and Freedom. They have been and are getting it. The Students must now, in order to have the
fulness of their own Victory, extend the same Ascended Master Help to their fellow-Americans and all within our land who want the Constructive Way of Life.

We must all give first and the return will automatically flow back. We must all at this time do everything in our power to protect our country and help others to give the Decrees which will protect them and America too.

We have been and shall continue to give our all, until all are free and Victorious in the Light forever.

PROTECTION

OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
· RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS ·

Personal Broadcast by the Messengers

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
KOL—Seattle, Washington
September 18th and 25th, 9:30-9:45 A.M.

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
KOL—Seattle, Washington
September 16th to 25th, incl., 3:00-3:30 P.M.

WIND—Chicago, Illinois

Will broadcast from the classes afternoon and evening.
Watch local paper for time announcement.

STATIONS NOW BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS

KFAC, Los Angeles, Calif. 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays
7:30-7:45 P.M. Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays

KRE, Berkeley, Calif. 8:45-9:00 A.M. Saturdays

WORL, Boston, Mass. 9:15-9:30 A.M. Tuesdays,
Fridays, Saturdays

WIND, Chicago, Ill. 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays
8:30-8:45 P.M. Tuesdays, Fridays, Saturdays

KUTA, Salt Lake City 11:00-11:15 A.M. Sundays

WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio 9:00-9:15 A.M. Sundays

KFEL, Denver, Colo. 10:30-10:45 A.M. Sundays

KCKN, Kansas City, Mo. 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays

KGER, Long Beach, Calif. 8:00-8:15 P.M. Tuesdays


WIP, Philadelphia, Pa. 12:15-12:30 P.M. Sundays

KWJJ, Portland, Ore. 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays

KGB, San Diego, Calif. 10:00-10:15 A.M. Sundays

KYA, San Francisco, Calif. 8:45-9:00 A.M. Sundays

KOL, Seattle, Wash. 9:30-9:45 A.M. Sundays

WICC, Bridgeport, Conn. 10:15-10:30 A.M. Sundays

WKAT, Miami, Fla.

NOTE: We reserve all Radio Broadcasting rights unconditionally, and no one is allowed to broadcast any of the "I AM" Instruction, or read from the books over the Radio except Mr. or Mrs. Ballard.
T is our very great privilege and joy to announce the release of three new pieces of music, which have come forth to carry tremendous blessing. They are charged with the Ascended Masters’ Power of healing, illumination, protection and harmony to the “I AM” Students, America, mankind and the whole world. Their power to bless shall never cease, but instead shall ever increase.

The first song is LIGHT OF MY HEART, the music and lyrics of which both came through the Beloved Messenger, Mr. G. W. Ballard, who uses the pen name of Godfré Ray King. The likeness of the figure on the cover is that of his Higher Mental Body and the Light from Its Heart is charged into the music, lyrics and picture to go forth and release Its Perfection to all who hear, sing, play or contemplate it.

The second song LOTUS MY LOVE also came through Godfré Ray King and the likeness of the figure on the cover is that of the Higher Mental Body of Lotus Ray King. The Outpouring from Its Heart charges the music, lyrics and picture to go forth to release Its Perfection to all who contact it.

The third song is THE ASCENDED MASTER YOUTH OF AMERICA, the music and lyrics of which came through Virginia LaFerrera; and which is dedicated to the Ascended Master Youth of America and the world. It is especially charged by the Ascended Masters with protection, blessings and the Power of the Light to bless all young people forever.

The musical arrangements have been made by Vinton and Virginia LaFerrera and the illustrations on the covers have all been done by Mae DaCamara.

Victrola Records have been made by Catherine Rogers and Virginia LaFerrera.

We wish to extend our love, blessings and gratitude to these blessed ones for their glorious assistance in helping them to be released for the use and blessing of the students. May the whole world sing these songs, be set free from all distress and stand eternally Victorious in the Light.

Price each $1.00 Postpaid $1.15

With love and gratitude it is our privilege and joy to announce the release of our new song book “I AM” Songs. There are over one hundred songs, many of them new with original music and lyrics. Price $ .50 plus postage.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS.
NEW SONGS

Victory and The Minute Men of Saint Germain

It is our very great privilege and joy to announce the release this month of two new songs—VICTORY and THE MINUTE MEN OF SAINT GERMAIN.

The likeness on the cover design of Victory is that of the Ascended Master Victory, Who is mentioned in Unveiled Mysteries as the Tall Master from Venus; the music being charged with His FEELING of VICTORY.

The likeness on the cover design of The Minute Men of Saint Germain is that of our Beloved Ascended Master, Saint Germain, in Golden Armor as He works with the Sword of Blue Flame at the Inner Levels. The likeness of Him is very remarkably accurate.

These songs come forth to carry tremendous Blessings to all. They are charged with the Power of Victory and Light to bring the Victory of the Light everywhere they are heard, sung or played, or the pictures contemplated.

They shall charge the “I AM” Students, America, mankind and the whole world with the Ascended Masters’ Almighty Power of Light, until the Eternal Victory of Life takes Its Dominion forever.

The music came through our beloved Virginia LaFerrera and the lyrics through our beloved Catherine Rogers. We love, bless and thank these precious ones forever for all they have done; and our beloved Vinton LaFerrera for his assistance in the arrangement of the music.
NOTICES

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

It is our great joy and privilege to announce three new Phonograph Records—Vocal Solos by Catherine Rogers; containing new and original compositions. Two of these Records contain the Lyrics and Music of Godfré Ray King (our own Beloved Mr. G. W. Ballard) which are especially charged with powerful healing. The other Music and Lyrics contained on these Records were written by Virginia LaFerrera and Catherine Rogers. For full particulars see description under "The Saint Germain Series."

Price each $2.50 Postpaid $2.75

PAPER BOUND DECREES BOOKS

In order that more of humanity may assist in the Decree Work for America, we are reducing the price of the Paper Bound Decree Books, now on hand, from $1.00 each to 50c each. This price, however, does not carry the regular discount to Dealers nor Group Leaders nor refund on stock they have on hand. We ask the co-operation of all in getting this Instruction into the hands of the American people, so greater assistance may be given our Beloved America and the world.
It is our very great privilege and joy to announce the release of ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT, Volume VII of the Saint Germain Series.

It contains twenty-six Discourses all dictated by the Great Cosmic Beings, with the exception of one.

This book is tremendously charged with the Power of the Cosmic Light, by the Great Cosmic Masters whose Words it contains. Every Discourse carries its own special Radiation and Power of the Cosmic Light; and each Word is a "Cup" of the Life-energy, Light, Intelligence and Power of the Master who dictated it.

The purpose of such powerful Cosmic Radiation is to release the Qualities of the Cosmic Beings, into the feeling world and affairs of all who read this blessed book; to give protection, supply, harmony, health and Freedom to all who will accept them.

May every human being on earth read this book, accept Its Limitless Blessings and go forth free from all discord and limitation forever.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
All subscriptions must start with March, 1936, March, 1937, or March, 1938. All back issues may be secured at any time, either by yearly subscription or single copies at the following rates:

- In California $3.09 a year
- In United States outside of California $3.00
- In other countries $3.50 a year
- Single copies 35 cents

The magazines may be purchased in attractive bound volumes, matching the Saint Germain Series and holding one year's issues. Price $4.25. Binding your own copies, $1.25. Plus shipping.

These Prices Apply to All Back Issues

Please make checks payable to SINDELAR STUDIOS

SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM

ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME
Sizes below can be purchased at the

• SINDELAR STUDIOS •

2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, desk framed</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, framed</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, 2½x3½ folder</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, 2½x3½ folder</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, 2½x3½ tinted folder</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, 2½x3½ tinted folder</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seals</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seals</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Pins</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Rings</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Jesus, 12x16, hand colored</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Saint Germain, 12x16, hand colored</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus’ Ascension, 12x16</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus’ Ascension, miniature folder</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Luminous Presence, 12x16</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Luminous Presence, miniature folder</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 15x18, framed</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 15x18, framed</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 7x9½, framed</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 7x9½, framed</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 5½x7½, framed</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 5½x7½, framed</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 19x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 18x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Emblems (stickers)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 30x48</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 12x20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I By Godfré Ray King
Containing first group of the author's experiences. Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II By Godfré Ray King
Containing second group of the author's experiences. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III By the Ascended Master, Saint Germain
Containing thirty-three Discourses explaining the Ascended Masters' Application of the "I AM," containing three color plates. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2 By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence." Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI By various of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students. Contains three color plates. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII By various of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing a collection of Discourses dictated before hundreds of students. Contains three color plates. Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition powerful Adorations and Affirmations. Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

"I AM" DECREES BOOKLET By Chanera
A paper bound booklet, containing a collection of "I AM" Decrees which everyone can use to bring Freedom to the individual, America and the world. Size 5½ x 8. Price reduced to 50c each, Postpaid 65c

TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes Price $5.25
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes Price $7.75
"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes Price $6.75
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES" (In preparation)
plus mailing charges
CHART OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"

A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and meditation.

Size 12 x 20. Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20
Larger size on heavy linen for Study Groups and individual use.
Size 30 x 48. Price $15.00, mailing charges included

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN

Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price each $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF THE COSMIC BEING, ORION, better known as
"THE OLD MAN OF THE HILLS"

Hand colored steel engraving of etching by Robert Aguilar.
Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"

Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscription begins with March, 1938.
Price $3.00, Single copy $ .35

RADIO BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS

A series of Broadcasts available for use, containing explanation of the Law of Life; also protection for America. For information write Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois.

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

SONGS
LIGHT OF MY HEART .......................................................... Released
LOTUS MY LOVE .......................................................... Released
RAINBOW RAYS .......................................................... In preparation
ROSE OF LIGHT .......................................................... In preparation

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King. These are especially charged with powerful healing activity.

GODDESS OF LIBERTY..... Music—Virginia LaFerrera Lyrics—Catherine Rogers
VICTORY ............. Music—Virginia LaFerrera Lyrics—Catherine Rogers
ASCENDED MASTER YOUTH OF AMERICA ...... Music and Lyrics—V. LaFerrera Lyrics—Catherine Rogers

THE MINUTE MEN OF SAINT GERMAIN .................. Music—Virginia LaFerrera Lyrics—Catherine Rogers

Each piece of music has beautifully lithographed cover in colors, suitable for framing, each representing that which the music portrays.
Price each $1.00, Postpaid $1.15
SONG BOOKS

Containing many new and original songs for which music will be published and released as quickly as possible through the Saint Germain Press.

Price each 50 cents, Postage 4 cents

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

GODDESS OF LIBERTY—Arranged for 21-piece Band. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.15

PHONOGRAPH AND VICTOR RECORDS

RR-1201—INVOCATION ........................................... Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Son
RR-1202—HARP MEDITATION (Silent Night) ..................... Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203—BENEDICTION ......................................... Mr. and Mrs. Ballard
RR-1247—HARP MEDITATION (Nearer My God to Thee) .......... Mrs. Ballard

100A—VOCAL SOLO (Beautiful Presence) .................................. Catherine Rogers
100-B—VOCAL SOLO (Ecstasy) ........................................... Catherine Rogers
101-A—VOCAL SOLO (My Victory) ......................................... Catherine Rogers
101-B—VOCAL SOLO (Love Star) On Wings of Song .................... Catherine Rogers
102-A—VOCAL SOLO (Goddess of Liberty) Original ............... Catherine Rogers
102-B—VOCAL SOLO (Love Star) Original ............................... Catherine Rogers
103-A—VOCAL SOLO (Ascended Master Youth of America) Original ................................................................................................................................. Catherine Rogers
103-B—VOCAL SOLO (The Guardian Cherubim) Original ........... Catherine Rogers
104-A—VOCAL SOLO (Light of My Heart) Original .................. Catherine Rogers
104-B—VOCAL SOLO (I Come on the Wings of Light) Original .... Catherine Rogers
105-A—VOCAL SOLO (Lotus My Love) Original ......................... Catherine Rogers
105-B—VOCAL SOLO (The Cosmic Hour) Original ...................... Catherine Rogers

These Records are suitable for individual meditation or use in Study Groups.

Price each $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

Headquarters for All Publications

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P.O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.

Western Representative

SINDELAR STUDIOS, 2600 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles, California

Copyrighted by Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois